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Abstract The regulatory pathways responsible for maintaining human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) in an undifferentiated state have yet to be elucidated. Since these pathways are
thought to be governed by complex protein cues, deciphering
the changes that occur in the proteomes of the ESCs during
differentiation is important for understanding the expansion
and differentiation processes involved. In this study, we
present the first quantitative comparison of the hESC protein
profile in the undifferentiated and early differentiated states.
We used iTRAQ (isobaric tags for relative and absolute
quantification) labeling combined with two dimensional
capillary chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (μLC-MS/MS) to achieve comparative proteomics
of hESCs at the undifferentiated stage, and at 6, 48, and 72 h
after initiation of differentiation. In addition, two dimensional
electrophoresis (2-DE) was performed on differentiating
hESCs at eleven points of time during the first 72 h of
differentiation. The results indicate that during the first 48 h of
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hESC differentiation, many processes are initiated and are
later reversed, including chromatin remodeling, heterochromatin spreading, a decrease in transcription and translation, a
decrease in glycolytic proteins and cytoskeleton remodeling,
and a decrease in focal and cell adhesion. Only 72 h after
differentiation induction did the expression of the homeobox
prox1 protein increase, indicating the beginning of developmental processes.
Keywords Human embryonic stem cells . Proteomics .
2-DE (two-dimensional gel electrophoresis) .
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Introduction
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are derived from the inner cell
mass of the blastocyst. Different culture conditions can induce
them to differentiate into the three primary germ layers
(mesoderm, ectoderm, and endoderm) or to remain undifferentiated and proliferative over extended periods of time [1].
Human embryonic stem cells have been studied extensively
since they represent a potentially vast source of cells and
tissues for regenerative medicine. Better understanding of the
signaling events that regulate the proliferation and specialization of hESCs is crucial for controlling their behavior in
vitro [2]. The differentiation process involves changes in
types and quantities of proteins expressed by the stem cell.
Although protein expression levels depend upon mRNA
levels, activities of proteins are often regulated by translation
and degradation rates, as well as by post-translational
modifications (mostly phosphorylation). Therefore, analyzing the changes in the protein expression pattern can provide
important clues about progression of the stem cell differentiation process at various stages [3]. Proteomics of ESCs has
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emerged as a robust method for performing large-scale
studies of proteins to complement high-throughput gene
expression analyses at the RNA level. Early investigations of
ESCs proteomics relied primarily on two-dimensional
electrophoresis (2-DE) and mass spectrometry (MS) analysis
for protein identification [4]. Several new MS based
techniques have since enabled the integration of protein
identification and quantification. Most approaches rely on
isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification
(iTRAQ) or stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell
culture (SILAC) for in vivo labeling [5]. Proteome mapping
serves as a starting point for establishing a comprehensive
database of the stem cell (SC) proteome [6]. Several research
groups have used proteomics to identify SC-specific proteins
in mouse ESCs (mESCs) [7–12], hESCs [4, 9, 13, 14],
human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [15, 16], and human
neural stem cells (NSCs) [17, 18]. Proteins involved in
energy metabolism comprise the largest group of identified
proteins in adult SCs [15, 17, 19]. Nevertheless, the large
number of identified ESC proteins that are involved in
protein synthesis, processing, and transport [4, 8], reflects the
potential of human ESCs (hESCs) to either maintain an
undifferentiated state or to quickly change phenotype and
rapidly differentiate [6]. Furthermore, a few studies have
provided new insights on phosphorylations occurring during
hESCs differentiation [20–23]. Phosphorylation sites were
identified on factors associated with differentiation, such as
kinases, transcription factors and DNA methyltransferases
[23]. Proteomic tools have become useful for studying SC
differentiation and for elucidating underlying molecular
mechanisms.
Only a few studies have investigated the hESC proteomic
profile and provided protein database [4, 9, 13, 14]. Recently
published studies have compared the phosphoproteome
dynamic change profiles during the first 24 h of hESCs
differentiation [22, 23], but a large scale proteomic analysis
of the hESCs comparing the undifferentiated and early
differentiation stages of hESCS has yet to be conducted [9].
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to identify
hESC proteins whose expression differs according to
stimulation to differentiation in vitro. This study provides
the first quantitative comparison of the hESC protein profile
in the undifferentiated and early differentiated states. We
used iTRAQ labeling combined with two dimensional
capillary chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (μLC-MS/MS) to achieve comprehensive quantitative proteomics data of undifferentiated hESCs and
hESCs 6, 48, and 72 h after initiation of differentiation. In
addition, two dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE), followed
by identification of the proteins in the relevant spots by
QTOF capillary-LC-MS/MS was performed with undifferentiated hESCs and with differentiated hESCs, at eleven
time points (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 24, 48, and 72 h after

initiation of differentiation) in order to identify changes in
the protein expression profile that occur during the early
stage of differentiation.

Materials and Methods
hESC Culture
In this study we examined the hESC I-4 line which was
generated by Amit et al. in 2002 [24] and was proved to be a
representative hESC line [24–27]. hESC line I4 was cultured
with inactivated mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) for
50–57 passages as previously described [1]. The hESC were
transferred to BD Matrigel Matrix (BD Biosciences) and
cultured with conditioned medium (CM) as previously
described [28] for two more passages. Spontaneous differentiation was induced by transferring hESCs which had been
cultured on Matrigel at passages 52 and 59 from MEFconditioned to non-conditioned medium (ES medium) that
lacked the factors required for stem cell maintenance [28].
Karyotype Analysis
Karyotype analysis was performed at the beginning of each
experiment (passages 50 and 57) using G-banding from
each sample as previously described [29]. Karyotypes were
analyzed and reported according to the “International
System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature” (ISCN).
Immunofluorescence
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min and
permeabilized for 10 min with 1% triton X-100 (SigmaAldrich) diluted in PBS. Primary antibodies were diluted in
PBS with 1% Triton and incubated with the cells overnight
at 4°C or for 1 h at room temperature. Antibodies are listed
in supplementary data, in Table 1a and b.
RT- PCR
Total RNA was isolated from undifferentiated hESC I4
(time point 0) and from differentiated hESCs I4 at 6, 24,
and 72 h after differentiation induction (all grown on
Matrigel), from 10 day-old EB and from Teratomas using
Tri-Reagent (Sigma), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Primers used for RNA analysis and reaction
conditions are listed in supplementary data Table 2.
Protein Analysis
Proteins were extracted from hESC I4 cultured on Matrigel
in the undifferentiated stage (time point 0) and at time
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points: 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 24, 48, and 72 h after
initiation of the differentiation process (differentiated stage)
using Tri-Reagent (Sigma), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Western Blot
20 μg of total protein extracts were separated by onedimensional gel electrophoresis, using 4–20% Tris-HEPES
SDS Gels (NuSep). The proteins were transferred onto
nitrocellulose membrane, and their levels measured using
the 7 antibodies listed in supplementary data Table 1a and b.
Two-Dimensional Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
(2D-PAGE)

capillaries (J&W) self-packed with 3 μ Reprosil-Aqua C18
[30]. The peptides were eluted using a 65 min gradient (5%
to 40% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid) followed
by a wash step of 95% acetonitrile for 15 min. The flow rate
was about 0.2 μl/min and the peptides were analysed using
Q-TOF-Premier mass spectrometer (Waters). Mass spectrometry was performed in a positive ion mode, using a
repetitively full MS scan followed by collision induced
dissociation (CID) of the 3 most dominant ions selected from
the full MS scan.
The mass spectrometry data was clustered and analyzed
using the Pep-Miner [31] and Sequest software (ThermoFisher) searching against the human, mouse, rat, and bovine
parts of the NR-NCBI database.
iTRAQ Analysis

For isoelectric focusing (IEF), 200 μg of each protein
sample were applied to 11 cm IPG Strips (pH 3–11, GE
Healthcare). The 12 samples were consecutively rehydrated
passively for 1 h with no voltage applied and then for 10 h
at 50 V. Isoelectric focusing was then performed for 1 h at
200 V, 1 h at 500 V, 1 h at 1000 V, 30 min linear increase to
8000 V, followed by up to 12 h at 8000 (until reaching a
total of about 70,000 volt/h) using the IPG-Phor isoelectric
focusing device (Pharmacia Biotech). IEF was performed
under silicon oil at 200 C. After reduction of the recurring
disulfides with DTT and carboxylmethylation with iodoacetamide and equilibration with SDS, the immobilized pH
gradient strips were loaded onto Criterion (Bio-Rad) 11 cm
precast gels 4–20%, and electrophoresed for 2.5 h at 150
volt. The second dimensional SDS-PAGE was carried out
simultaneously on the 12 gels using the Criterion Dodeca
™ cell tank (Bio-Rad). The gels were stained with Imperial
Protein Staining solution (Pierce) and the gels scanned
using flat-bed scanner (Microtek’s ScanMaker 9800XL).
Gels were analyzed using PDQuest 7.3.1, advanced 2-D
gel analysis software (Bio-Rad). The steps for gel evaluation
were: (i) scanning; (ii) filtering images; (iii) automated spot
detection; (iv) matching of protein profiles; (v) normalization;
(vi) differential analysis (quantitative analysis).
Identification by Mass Spectrometry of the Stained Protein
Spots from the Two-Dimensional Gel
Stained 2-DE protein spots identified by the software with
verification by visual inspection were excised from the gels,
reduced with 3 mM DTT, incubated at 60°C for 30 min and
alkylated with 12 mM iodoacetamide, at room temperature for
30 min. The proteins in the spots were proteolysed with
trypsin overnight at 37°C, using modified trypsin (Promega)
at a 1:10 enzyme-to-substrate ratio. The resulting peptides
were extracted, resolved by resolved by capillary reversephase chromatography using 75 μ ID, 30 cm fused silica

Four protein pellets (after Tri-Reagent Extraction, 50 μg
each) were resuspended separately in 8 M urea in 100 mM
ammonium bicarbonate, reduced with 10 mM DTT and
carboxylmethylated with 40 mM iodoacetamide. The
sample was diluted with water to 2 M urea, and the
proteins trypsinized with 2 μg bovine modified trypsin
(Promega) overnight at 37°C. The resulting peptides were
desalted on disposable Silica-C18 tips (Harvard) and
resuspended in 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.3). The iTRAQ
reagent (Applied-Biosystems) was brought to room temperature and mixed with ethanol (30:70). The iTRAQ
labeled samples were combined, desalted on C18 tips and
resuspended in 0.1% formic acid. Of the combined labeled
peptides, 60 μg were resolved by on-line, two dimensional
chromatography. First, the peptides were loaded on 15 mm
of BioX-SCX column (LC Packing) and eluted with 8 salt
steps of: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 160, 200, 300, and 500 mM
ammonium acetate in 5% acetonitrile and 0.1% acetic acid,
pH 3. The eluted peptides were further resolved by
capillary reverse-phase chromatography using 75 μ ID,
30 cm fused silica capillaries (J&W) self-packed with 3 μ
Reprosil-Aqua C18 [30]. The peptides were eluted using a
125 min gradient (5% to 40% acetonitrile containing 0.1%
formic acid) followed by a wash step of 95% acetonitrile
for 15 min. The flow rate was about 0.2 μl/min and the
peptides were analysed using Q-TOF-Premier mass spectrometer (Waters). Mass spectrometry was performed in a
positive ion mode, using a repetitively full MS scan
followed by collision induced dissociation (CID) of the 3
most dominant ions selected from the full MS scan.
The tandem mass spectrometry data of the proteins from
the 2-DE spots and the 2D chromatography was clustered and
analyzed using the Pep-Miner [31] and searched with the
Sequest software (Thermo-Fisher) searching against the
human, mouse, rat, and bovine parts of the NR-NCBI
database. Relative quantitative analysis of the each identified
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In this study we tried to define and characterize the changes
in protein repertoires that are involved with the early
differentiation stages of hESCs. Samples were collected
first at the undifferentiated stage (time point 0) and then
during the differentiation stage at time points: 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 24, 48, and 72 h after initiation of the
differentiation process. 2D-PAGE analysis was performed
on all cell samples and representative aliquots of cells were
further tested for changes in the morphology, expression of
specific differentiation markers by immunohistochemistry,
RT-PCR, the induction of cell death, quantitative proteomics
(by iTRAQ labeling), and western blot analyses.
Cultured in feeder-free conditions on Matrigel, the cells
maintained the characteristics of undifferentiated hESCs:
flat and circular, with distinguishable boundaries typical of
ESC colonies (Fig. 1A). Forty-eight hours after initiation of
the differentiation process, differentiated cell morphology

became apparent. The colonies became multi- layered
without boundaries (Fig. 1B). The differentiation process
was monitored using immunohistochemistry analysis on
undifferentiated (time point 0) and differentiated hESCs
(time point 72 h). The specific undifferentiated hESCs
markers were tested: SSEA 4, TRA 1–60, TRA 1–81
(membrane markers); Oct 3/4 (nuclear marker); and the
representative differentiation markers, Nestin and SSEA 1
(ectoderm, and endoderm respectively). The cells grown in
feeder free culture conditions (at time point 0) maintained
their undifferentiated features, as demonstrated by expression of the undifferentiated markers SSEA 4, TRA 1–60,
TRA 1–81, and Oct 4 (Figure S1). Seventy-two hours after
induction of differentiation, expression of these markers
was depressed relative to the undifferentiated stage (time
point 0). Expression of SSEA 4, TRA 1–60, TRA 1–81,
and OCT 4, decreased significantly. Expression of the
markers Nestin and SSEA 1 was enhanced at 72 h (Figure
S1). RT-PCR analysis was performed to assess mRNA
expression of the established undifferentiated markers of
hESCs: OCT 3/4, Nanog, and Rex1, and the expression of
genes representative of the three embryonic germ layers:
brachyury, albumin, and keratin (mesoderm, endoderm, and
ectoderm respectively). We observed that hESCs grown on
Matrigel already expressed markers of differentiation to the
three germ layers 6 h after differentiation induction.
Furthermore, these cells expressed markers of undifferentiation at both undifferentiated (time point 0) and differentiated (time points 6 h and 72 h) stages (Figure S2).
Karyotype analysis of representative samples from cells
seeded on Matrigel prior to the beginning of each
experiment demonstrated stability of hESC karyotype.

Fig. 1 Morphology of hESC colonies grown on Matrigel. A1, A2
Undifferentiated hESC colony I-4 cultured on MEFs for 64 passages
and grown on Matrigel for 3 passages, day 3 at the beginning of the

experiment (time point 0 h). B I-4 colony cultured on Matrigel 48 h
after differentiation induction. C1–3 I-4 colony cultured on Matrigel
72 h after differentiation induction

peptide was performed by comparing the intensities of 114,
115, 116, and 117 Da iTRAQ reporter ions in each MS/MS
spectrum using the Libra software (Applied-Biosystems).
Apoptosis Analysis
Apoptosis levels were examined by the In Situ Cell Death
Detection Kit, AP (Roche Diagnostics) on hESC I4, at 72 h
after initiation of differentiation. For positive controls, cells
were incubated with DNase-I. Apoptotic cells were counted
by inverted fluorescent microscopy (Zeiss Axiovert 200).

Results
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We applied the 2-DE technique followed by mass
spectrometry analysis to compare the proteins expressed
in undifferentiated hESCs with those expressed in the early
stages of hESC differentiation. Undifferentiated hESCs
(time point 0) and differentiated hESCs at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 24, 48 and 72 h after differentiation induction
(total of 12 samples) were analyzed in parallel using a 2D
gel electrophoresis system. For reliability and validity, two
biological repeats were performed (same cell line from a
different passage), each with two technical replicas. The
degree of reproducibility was defined by PDQuest software
tool. Independent analysis was performed for each biological repeat of hESCs cultured on Matrigel and spot whose
expression level had increased or decreased by at least twofold. Significant differential expression levels were detected
in 35 spots, an example of which is depicted in Fig. 2B–C.
In both biological repeats, 32 spots (92%) down- regulated
and only 3 (8%) up- regulated. Spot intensity decreased
during the first 48 h, and increased slightly during the
following 24 h. Twenty spots were cut out of the gel and
identified by trypsin proteolysis, followed by LC-MS/MS.
Each of these spots was analyzed from two different 2-DE
gels at different time points. Generally, the time points with
the lowest and highest spot intensities were selected for
investigation to facilitate identification of the proteins
whose expression had actually changed. Since the 2-DE
gels of 48 h were generally with the lowest protein
intensity, most of the spots were analyzed at time points 0
and 48 h. The appearance of a number of proteins in each
stained spot indicated that protein expression actually
changes in more than one protein. For some spots, no
significant changes were detected in any protein concentration. The 18 proteins, extracted from 11 spots, whose
expression was most likely to change, are listed in Table 1.
A cell apoptosis assay was performed to rule out the
possibility that the decrease in protein expression level
observed in the 2-DE analysis was not consequent to
programmed cell death. Cell death detection performed at
the 72 h time point indicated that only 1% of the examined
cells were apoptotic. (Figure S3).
To better quantify the differentially expressed proteins,
quantitative proteomic analysis based on iTRAQ labeling was
performed at the representative time points: 0′(undifferentiated
stage), 6, 48, and 72 h after cell differentiation induction.
Peptides generated from a total protein extract by trypsin
digestion were labeled with the isobaric mass tag labels (114 as
the control and 115, 116, and 117 as the other time points,
respectively), The labeled peptides were mixed together and
analyzed by reverse phase liquid chromatography coupled
with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) using the Q-Tof
mass spectrometer. Identification and analysis were performed
by Pep-Miner, Libra and Sequst software tools. The relative
levels of the isobaric mass tags of the different peptides were

measured. Only proteins whose expression level increased or
decreased by at least two- fold, at a minimum of one time
point, by at least two different software tools, were designated
as likely differentiating proteins.
Using the Pep-Miner software we identified 575 human
proteins by two peptides or more. Of them, the 164 (29% of
the total number detected) that showed changes in their
expression level according to this analysis, were divided
into four groups (Fig. 3): Group 1. Proteins whose
expression decreased during the 72 h following ES cell
differentiation induction (46 proteins). For this group,
protein expression either decreased by at least two-fold at
72 h or decreased continuously during the first 48 h and
then increased to a level that did not exceed 70% the level
at time point 0. As such, expression of these proteins
decreased by at least one standard deviation during the
entire 72 h period. Group 2. Proteins whose expression
decreased during the first 48 h following differentiation
induction, and then increased from that point on (65
proteins). Group 3. Proteins whose expression increased
during the first 48 h following differentiation induction, and
then decreased from that point on (49 proteins). Group 4.
Proteins whose expression continually increased during the
72 h following differentiation induction (4 proteins).
Alternatively, the proteins whose expression changed can
be divided into two catagories: those that appeared to
decrease during the process of differentiation induction,
constituting about 68%, and those that appeared to increase
during this process, constituting about 32%. The entire list
of identified proteins and their relative expression levels are
listed in supplementary data Table 3.
A turning point in expression levels was detected at 48 h
after differentiation induction. Proteins whose expression
continuously increased during the 72 h of follow-up,
displayed the greatest increases in expression during the
first 48 h of differentiation. Further, most of the proteins
whose expression increased during the first 48 h, displayed
decreases in the following stages of differentiation; and
most of the proteins whose expression decreased during the
first 48 h displayed increases in the following stages of
differentiation. The molecular functions of the proteins
were distinguishable by the four groups delineated above.
(Fig. 4a). nucleic acid binding proteins (31.8%) and
cytoskeletal proteins (13%) were the main functions
overall. For group 1, cytoskeletal proteins (34.1%) constituted the largest group, followed by nucleic acid binding
proteins (26.8%) (Fig. 4b). Molecular function of the
proteins in group 2 was similar to that of the total protein
group function: nucleic acid binding proteins (35.5%) and
cytoskeletal proteins (9.7%) (Fig. 4c). Molecular function
of proteins in group 3 divided into two main groups:
nucleic acid binding proteins (53.2%) and select regulatory
molecules (14.9%) (Fig. 4d).
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Fig. 2 a Gradient of 4–20% acrylamide SDS gel of undifferentiated
hESC (time point 0). (A) Typical two-dimensional electrophoresis
image of undifferentiated hESCs. (B–C) Representative 2D electrophoresis gels analysis performed with PDQuest (by “Biorad”) of
protein lysates from hESCs in undifferentiated stage (time point 0) and
in different time points of differentiation. a Simulated gel, created by

using PDQuest software, (b) Undifferentiated hESCs (time point 0),
(c–j) hESCs 0.5, 1.5, 4, 5, 24, 48 and 72 h after differentiation
induction (respectively). (B) Decreased protein expression that starts
4 h after differentiation induction (C) Increased protein expression that
starts 5 h after differentiation induction

Expression levels of seven proteins that were identified by
the iTRAQ analysis were verified using western blot analysis
(listed in supplementary data Table 4). Since quantitative
proteomics analysis detected changes in the expression levels
of both β-actin and GAPDH, these proteins could not be

used as control housekeeping genes. From each sample
20 μg of total protein was loaded on SDS gel. An image of
the membrane stained with Ponceau dye solution was taken
to ensure that the amount of protein was the same (data not
shown). Western blot analysis verified previously reported
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Table 1 Proteins with significant expression change from the 2DE analysis
SSP
A/B*

Gi (NCBI)

Protein name

Time
point

Peptid
identified

% coverage

Time
point

Peptid
identified

% coverage

8510 (B)

4757810

0

15

28%

72

0

–

702 (A)
8404 (B)
8505 (B)
3411 (A)
3411 (A)
3411 (A)
6401 (A)
7005 (A)
7005 (A)
7004 (A)
5716 (A)
5716 (A)
8005 (A)
6401 (A)
8006 (B)
5011 (A)
5011 (A)

48255889
58761500
4572588
4758112
14389309
14249678
4503571
1568557
4504255
9973351
46249758
4503841
4506695
34577063
4506761
115298657
17933772

ATP synthase, H+transporting, mitochondrial
F1 complex, alpha subunit precursor
protein kinase C substrate 80 K-H isoform 1
GTP-binding protein PTD004 isoform 1
staufen protein
HLA-B associated transcript 1
tubulin alpha 6
RNA binding motif protein 17
enolase 1
histone H2B
H2A histone family, member Z
Histone H2B type F-S (H2B.s) (H2B/s)
Villin 2 (ezrin)
ATP-dependent DNA helicase II, 70kDA subunit
ribosomal protein S19
adenylosuccinate synthase
S100 calcium binding protein A10
S100 calcium binding protein A7
S100 calcium binding protein A16

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
48
48

14
9
5
9
6
10
8
6
3
5
19
8
7
6
3
2
2

23%
24%
11%
21%
15%
29%
16%
44%
20%
39%
30%
14%
39%
15%
18%
22%
22%

48
72
72
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
0
0
0

2
0
1
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

11%
–
2%
6%
–
4%
–
–
–
–
18%
–
–
–
–
–
–

*A/B – Biological repeat

results. The additional 24 h time point indicated that the
greatest changes in protein expression began after 24 h,
increased further after the 48 h time point and began to
decrease after 72 h of differentiation. In addition, we
performed immunohistochemistry analysis on the cytoskeleton protein, alpha actinin, which was identified by the
iTRAQ analysis at time points 0 (undifferentiated) and 6, 24,
48, and 72 h after differentiation induction. As shown in
164 Differentially Expressed Proteins
4

Relative ratio

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

6

48

72

Hours after differentiation induction

Fig. 3 Proteins whose expression level increased or decreased at least
two-fold during the experiment. For 46 proteins expression decreased
during the 72 h following initiation embryonic stem cell differentiation
(green). For 65 proteins expression decreased in the first 48 h
following differentiation induction and then increased (red). For 49
proteins expression increased in the first 48 h and then decreased
(blue). 4 For 4 proteins expression level increased during the entire
72 h following differentiation induction (orange)

Fig. 5B, the results are consistent with the iTRAQ analysis,
and indeed, the expression of alpha actinin decreased along
the 72 h of differentiation.

Discussion
The goal of this study was to identify proteins in hESCs
that are differentially expressed during the early stages of
differentiation, and thus improve our understanding of early
signaling events that induce proliferation and specialization
of hESCs. The process of differentiation involves changes
in both the types and the amounts of proteins expressed by
the stem cell. Therefore, we used iTRAQ labeling and 2-DE
coupled with LC-MS/MS to perform a comprehensive
quantitative proteomics of undifferentiated hESCs and of
hESCs undergoing initial steps of differentiation. The 2-DE
analysis indicated that the majority of the differentially
expressed proteins tended to decrease, primarily in the first
24 h following differentiation induction. This decrease
appears to continue until the 48 h time point. From then, a
slight increase is observed until the 72 h time point. To
verify that the decrease results from continuous progression
of the differentiation process rather than from initiation of
apoptotic pathways, cell death detection assays (apoptosis
analysis) was performed at the 72 h time point. Results of
cell death analysis demonstrated unequivocally that the
hESCs were not in an apoptotic stage, supporting the
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A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 4 Proportional representation of the identified proteins classified
into groups by molecular functions. (A) Molecular function of all the
identified proteins—515 (of 575) proteins. (B) Molecular function of
41 (of 46) proteins whose expression decreased during the 72 h
following differentiation induction. (C) Molecular function of 63 (of
65) proteins whose expression decreased during the first 48 h

following differentiation induction and then increased. (D) Molecular
function of 46 (of 49) proteins whose expression increased during the
first 48 h following differentiation induction and then decreased (E)
Molecular function of 3 (of 4) whose expression continuously
increased during the 72 h following differentiation induction
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a

b

Fig. 5 (A) Western Blot analysis of the proteins: ATP-dependent DNA
helicase II (Au-86), Actin beta (β-Actin), tubulin alpha 6 (TUBA6),
chromobox homolog 3 (HP1γ), Ras-GTPase-activating protein SH3domain-binding protein (G3BP1) and histone cluster s1 H1b
(HISTH1C) in undifferentiated hESCs (time point 0) and in

differentiated hESCs at different time points (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 24, 48
and 72 h following differentiation initiation). (B) Fluorescent
immunostaining of the protein alpha actinin in undifferentiated hESCs
(time point 0) and in differentiated hESCs at different time points (6,
24, 48 and 72 h following differentiation initiation). Scale bar 50 μm

proposition that the descent in protein expression results in
fact from the differentiation process. From the 2-DE
analysis, 18 proteins (originating from 11 spots) showed
significant changes in expression (according to the change
in peptide number, as detailed in Table 1). Ten of 18
proteins identified as differentially expressed in the 2-DE
analysis were identified also in the iTRAQ, while 8 were
differentially expressed in the iTRAQ analysis in a similar
manner (supplementary data Table 5). The tenth protein,
termed protein kinase C substrate 80 K-H isoform 1, did
not present a similar orientation in the two analyses. In the
2-DE system, 80 K-H expression appeared to decrease,
while iTRAQ detected an increase in 80 K-H expression.
This could be a result of posttranslational modifications,
which changed protein's pI or its molecular weight, thus
altering the location of the protein in the 2-DE gel. Due to
the overlap in the two methods of analysis, we suggest that
the results of iTRAQ usually support and verify the 2-DE
results. In the iTRAQ analysis, 575 proteins were identi-

fied; 164 of which demonstrated differential expression. Of
the differentially expressed proteins, 68% appeared to
decrease in expression and 32% to increase. These findings
correlate with the 2-DE observation that indicated a
decrease during the first 48 h of differentiation, followed
by an increase during the subsequent 24 h. The differentially expressed proteins were divided into 4 groups as
detailed in the results. Western blot analysis provided
complementary data to the missing time points from the
iTRAQ analysis (Fig. 5A).
Results from the western blot analysis were compatible
to those of 2-DE analysis. The main conclusion was that
changes in protein expression occurred primarily during the
first 24 h of differentiation and continued during the
subsequent 24 h; at the 72 h time point protein expression
altered direction. Both 2-DE and iTRAQ analyses showed
decreased expression of most of the proteins that mark
differentiation. This decrease in protein expression in the
differentiated hESCs was observed mainly during the first
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48 h after the differentiation initiation and was followed by
an increase that was observed at the time point of 72 h.
These findings concur with results from previous molecular
studies, which reported a decrease in protein expression as
a result of heterochromatin spreading, as ESCs transformed
from the undifferentiated to the differentiated stage [32].
Examination of the biological function of the differentially
expressed proteins revealed changes in signals, mostly
during the first 48 h after differentiation induction.
Chromatin remodeling and transcription in hESCs early
differentation
Chromatin structure may influence gene function by
affecting the accessibility of regulatory proteins to their
target site and by modulating the affinity of transcriptional
regulators to their targets. ES cells have been found to be
richer in euchromatin regions. As differentiation progresses,
ES cells continuously increase their transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin regions [32, 33]. In vivo dynamic
measurements and biochemical analysis indicate that
pluripotent ESCs contain a population of architectural
proteins that are associated with chromatin, including the
heterochromatin protein HP1 [32]. HP1 proteins are mainly
considered to be silencers involved in the spreading of
heterochromatin [34, 35]. Chromobox homolog 3 (HP1γ) is
a heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) whose expression in the
current study increased during the first 48 h after
differentiation induction, and then decreased. This finding
is compatible with the observation that most of the proteins
marking differentiation decreased expression during the
first 48 h, and then started to increase. SWI/SNF, is another
chromatin remodeling protein that was identified by the
iTRAQ analysis to tend to increase expression. This protein
complex alters the chromatin structure and affects the
cellular architecture [36] by the ability to mobilize
nucleosomes off the end of the DNA [36]. The role of
histones in ESCs had received much attention recently.
Changes in histone-modification patterns (acetylation,
methylation, and phosphorylation) and in expression level
seem to accompany ES-cell differentiation (Golob et al.
2008). Using 2-DE and the iTRAQ analyses we identified
eight histones with distinct expression (supplementary data
Table 6). Expression of the histones belonging to the H2A
and H2B families decreased, while the histones belonging
to the H1 family increased. Until recently, the H1 histones
were thought to be the exclusive architectural proteins of
chromatin involved in chromatin condensation. However,
the hypothesis that H1 subtypes are actually involved in
genomic integrity and that they may have unexpected
functional roles in various biological processes such as
differentiation and DNA repair, and in apoptosis and lifespan,
has gained popularity [37]. Changes in the expression pattern

of the histone H1.0 subtype have been well documented in
cells and tissues undergoing differentiation. This linker histone
subtype has been shown to accumulate in different cell
systems during the process of terminal differentiation, and to
be associated with increased heterochromatin [38]. The
current study identified the two H1 histones; H1.2 and H1.5,
as proteins whose expression increases during the first 48 h
following differentiation induction, and then decreases 24 h
later. These observations suggest that the H1.2 and H1.5
histones are associated with the increase in hetrochromatin
observed during the differentiation process. Furthermore, a
decrease was demonstrated in levels of histone H2A.Z, which
among other functions prevents the ectopic spread of
heterochromatin by preventing internucleosome condensation
into a transcriptionally inactive form. It has been shown in
vertebrates and sea urchins that H2A.Z, like many other
histone variants, is not a proliferation and differentiation
dependent histone, is expressed in undifferentiated cells,
and is absent in differentiated or differentiating areas
[39]. In the context of chromatin remodeling, seven DNA
binding proteins (helicases) have been identified, all with
a decreasing orientation. The decreased expression of
these helicases indicates down regulation of transcription.
This is supported by the observed increased heterochromatin, which results in decreased protein expression. In
support of the observed decrease in transcription was the
decrease in expression of 11 ribosomal proteins, which
were identified in the iTRAQ analysis.
Western blot analysis detected a significant shift in protein
expression beginning primarily after 24 h of differentiation,
intensifying until the 48 h point, and changing then decreasing
after 72 h of differentiation. Ku86, a member of the helicase
family, significantly decreased after 24 h of differentiation and
increased after 72 h of differentiation. In contrast, HP1γ and
HISTH1C increased mainly at the 24 and 48 h time points,
and then decreased slightly by 72 h after differentiation
induction. It thus seems that chromatin remodeling results in
heterochromatin spreading and in a decrease in transcription,
which occurs mainly between 24 and 48 h after differentiation
induction.
Glycolysis
Nine of eleven enzymes involved in the transition of
glucose to L-lactate in the iTRAQ analysis were shown to
decrease their expression during the first 48 h; eight of the
nine altered their orientation, and increased their expression
during the 48 to 72 h period after differentiation induction,
reaching a higher level than the start point (undifferentiated
stage). Studies performed in late mouse ESC differentiation
stages, 5 and more days after differentiation induction,
showed an elevation in the glycolysis process as the
differentiation progressed [40]. This concurs with our
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findings of increased expression of the glycolytic proteins
72 h after differentiation induction. Research conducted on
adult rat stem cells during the first 48 h of differentiation
reported a decrease in glycolysis proteins [19]. These
findings, together with our own, suggest that the glycolysis
process is downregulated during the first 48 h of differentiation, yet the overall 72 h effect after differentiation
induction is upregulation.
Ribosomal proteins
Eleven ribosomal proteins, both small and large subunits,
were detected in the iTRAQ and the 2-DE analyses as
differentially expressed proteins. The proteins all appear to
decrease during the first 48 h after differentiation induction
(supplementary data Table 3). Since ribosomal proteins
conjunct with rRNA to comprise the ribosomal subunits
involved in the cellular process of translation, and since
helicase expression was found to decrease, it seems that
processes of protein translation decrease during the first
48 h of differentiation.
Cytoskeleton remodeling
The iTRAQ analysis revealed that in a large proportion
(34.1%) of cytoskeletal proteins the expression level
decreased during the 72 h after differentiation induction
(Fig. 5a). Review of the molecular function of all 24
cytoskeletal proteins whose expression level changed
during the course of the experiment indicated that about
80% of them are actin binding proteins involved in
modification and rearrangement of the cytoskeleton (supplementary data Table 7). Expression of all three cytoskeleton components decreased: beta actin, vimentin and
tubullin α/β. A decrease was apparent in the beta actin
expression and in the actin stabilizing proteins: Actinin
alpha 1, Gamma-filamin, Transgelin, T-plastin, L-plastin,
Tropomyosin 1, Tropomyosin 2, Tropomyosin 3, Tropomyosin 4, and in the expression of Villin, mainly during the
first 48 h of differentiation. A decrease was apparent also
for Actin polymerization proteins: CAPZA1 and Twinfilin;
while an increase in expression was observed in the
depolymerization protein cofilin 1. Thus, it seems that
depolymerization of the microfilaments occurs during the
first 48 h following differentiation induction, probably for
reorganization of cell shape and structure as has been
reported in previous studies. This demonstrates that
differentiation processes require reorganization of the
cytoskeleton (Maurer et al. 2004). Expression of the cellcell adhesion proteins and the focal adhesion proteins
decreased: Vinculin, Catenin alpha 1, Vinculin, Actinin
alpha, Gamma-filamin, Zyxin, Talin, Paxilin, CAPZA1,
MYH9 and Vimentin. The decrease in the focal and cell

adhesion complexes may be related to the detachment of
the cells from their environment, the extra cellular matrix
and their neighboring cells as part of their changes in
morphology and shape. The iTRAQ analysis identified a
tendency for decreased expression in the CAPZA1, a
capping protein that promotes rapid growth of filament
structure from the barbed ends [41]. In contrast, a tendency
for increased expression was detected in the Mena protein
of the Ena/VASP family, which is best known for its
capability of protecting the barbed ends of f-actin from
capping [42], and as such promoting the formation of long
unbranched actin filaments—filopodia [43]. These findings
may indicate a reorganization of actin cytoskeleton toward
filopodia structure, which is associated with adhesion,
neuronal growth, and embryonic development [44]. Moreover, these findings are compatible with the observation of
increased expression of caldesmon, which indicates among
other things, reorganization of actin into thin filaments
(filopodia) [45].
Development proteins
Homeobox proteins are known to play essential roles in the
determination of cell fate and the development of the body
plan [46]. The Homeobox prox1 protein that was identified
in the iTRAQ analysis increased its expression 72 h after
differentiation induction. Other studies have shown inactivation of Prox1 to cause abnormal cellular proliferation and
down-regulated expression of cell cycle inhibitors. In some
situations, Prox1 seems to suppress cell proliferation,
probably by regulating the cell cycle [46]. Inactivation of
the homeobox Prox1 gene in mice leads to embryonic
lethality in early embryonic stages, which suggests a critical
role for Prox1 in developmental processes [47, 48]. The
increase in the expression level of homeobox prox1 protein
after 72 h could imply that developmental processes are
initiated only 72 h after differentiation induction.

Summary
We have described herein many processes that transpire and
reverse during the first 48 h after differentiation induction
of hESCs, including chromatin remodeling, heterochromatin spreading, decreases transcription and translation,
decreases glycolitic proteins and cytoskeleton remodeling,
and decreases in focal and cell adhesion. The point of time
48 h after induction may be a turning point for ESC
differentiation. At the start of differentiation, the hESCs
enter a low metabolic position due to growth conditions
that are less than optimal for continuation of the undifferentiated stage; cells reduce both metabolic rates and
proliferation processes. The 2-DE and the western blot
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analysis show that these processes occur primarily during
the 48 h after differentiation induction, and are reversed
24 h later. In addition, only 72 h after differentiation
induction does expression of the homeobox prox1 protein,
a major developmental protein, begin to rise. This
indicates that developmental processes start at that point
and not before.
Disclosure The authors indicate no potential conflicts of interest.
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